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TEMPORARY SELECTION

BY C. CARPMAEL, F.I.A.

T H E origin of these notes was the idea that in a search for a ' law of mortality'
allowance should be made for the fact that persons living at any age may be
divided into two essentially different groups, viz. those who are in their usual
state of health (or are perhaps temporarily unwell) and those who have con-
tracted a fatal illness. Doubtless in both groups there is considerable vari-
ability, but this will not usually be so important as the difference between the
two groups. A priori it seemed possible that the presence of ' damaged lives'
subject to a rate of mortality appropriate to their illness might make the shape
of an ultimate mortality experience different from that of recently selected
lives and that the latter might follow a simpler 'law'. Even if this proved not
to be the case an investigation might throw some light on the relative rates of
mortality to be expected in the select and ultimate experience.

These ideas are fundamentally similar to those of R. D. Anderson set out
in his paper on Select Mortality Tables (J.I.A. 68, 223). Anderson assumed
that select lives were subject to two decremental forces, one a force of mortality
and the other a force of transfer to the category of ' damaged lives ' which were
subject to a high constant force of mortality. In the present notes the idea of a
force of transfer from select lives to damaged is retained, but the problem is
approached from the standpoint that the number of damaged lives at any age
must depend partly on the shape of the frequency curve of deaths at that age
when these deaths are arranged according to duration of illness. If suitable
data were available it should be possible to infer the shape of this frequency
curve from the manner in which the select rates of mortality progressed to the
ultimate rates.

The first step therefore seemed to be to study the effects of selection and
hence obtain a formula for the relative numbers of select and damaged lives
living at any age, and this led inevitably to Sprague's theory that lx - l[x] is the
number of damaged lives contained in the lx persons aged χ in the ultimate
column of a select mortality table formed from life assurance data.

Sprague's theory has been criticized on various grounds which mainly
involve the consideration that in practice the data available are not such that
the theory can be true. Spurious selection may arise from different causes,
e.g. the amalgamation of mortality experience over a period of varying mortality
or from class or medical selection varying in amount with time or age. In
addition, there is the possibility that withdrawals from the experience may
have been selective or that mortality at any age depends partly on the year of
birth. Also Sprague's theory was only intended to apply to the selection of
healthy lives. In the case of selection of lives because they are impaired other
considerations will apply.

However, although there may be difficulty in applying Sprague's theory in
practice, with suitable data it can be axiomatic. If, for example, we have a
large group of persons and select from these all those who are not suffering
from a fatal illness, then the mortality amongst the selected group will for a
time be lighter than, and ultimately will be identical with, the mortality of the
unselected group.
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At this stage may be introduced definitions of the expressions and symbols
used:

'Select lives' is applied to persons who are not suffering from a fatal
illness and ' Damaged lives' to those who have contracted a fatal illness. yx is
the rate (or force) at which select lives contract a fatal illness (including death
by accident).

ut is the proportion of damaged lives who survive time t after contracting
a fatal illness. It is evident that we may find ut to be a function of χ as well
as of t.

Now by way of illustration let us suppose that out of every 100 persons who
contract a fatal illness in any policy year 50 die in that year, 25 die in the next
year, 15 die in the next and the remaining 10 in the fourth year. Let us suppose
further in order to simplify the arithmetic that γx1[x] is constant and equals 100.
Then it is evident that in the years immediately following selection there will
be successively 50 deaths, 75 deaths, 90 deaths and in the fourth and subse-
quent years 100 deaths. Thus it is possible to infer the shape of the frequency
curve of deaths arranged according to duration of illness from the manner in
which select mortality progresses to ultimate mortality, but since available
data only show this progression of mortality at annual intervals we can only
make a rough estimate of the shape.

It is shown later, according to the somewhat scanty evidence provided by the
A1924-29 data of select mortality, that approximately ut=Ke-at which
formula is arrived at on the hypothesis that out of those who contract a fatal
illness at any moment the proportion 1 - κ have such a low expectation of life
that it can be neglected, whilst the remaining proportion κ are subject to a
constant force of mortality = a. It is not thought that this 'law' can be any
more than an approximation because it seems more likely that the mortality
increases with age, and also the formula makes no obvious allowance for the
possibility of a person contracting a long-term fatal illness and subsequently
dying from a short-term illness.

Let us suppose, therefore, that select lives aged x are subject to a force of
mortality of representing short-term illness and to a force of transfer
to the category of damaged lives of κγχ, and further that damaged lives are
subject to a force of mortality of

and also

therefore ( 1 )

Since these equations relate to any mixture of select and damaged lives they
may be applied to select mortality. Thus at age [x] + t, where there is a mixture
of l[X+t] select lives and l[x]+t - l[x+t] damaged lives, we have

Some adjustment will be necessary to make μ[x]+t join smoothly with the
ultimate table.

select lives and λ x =l x - l[x] damaged lives
Then if we have a mixture of l[x]

I-kyz
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Now if we differentiate equation (1) with respect to χ and then eliminate lx

and l[x], we have for ultimate mortality

( 2 )

This equation may be altered by the substitution to the

whichform and thence to

is integrable if the form of yx is known. But if in the absence of better
information as to the law for yx we assume that the ratio μχ/γχ is constant, it
will be found that we arrive at Perks's modification of the Gompertz law. Thus

equation (2) becomes and

putting we find on integration that

It should be noted that the assumption that μχ/γχ is constant would not be
suitable in all circumstances, e.g. in the case of an experience of impaired
lives.

According to the foregoing result, therefore, if we fit the Perks curve

to the ultimate experience of a reasonably homogeneous

mortality table we should find that the ratio D/B was approximately equal to

Later in these notes this Perks curve for qx is fitted to the

A 1924-29 ultimate experience of whole-life with-profit policies, and the
values found for the ratio D/B range between 1.75 and 2.39 with an average
for the six years of 2.03.

From the manner in which the A 1924-29 select mortality rates progress to
the ultimate rates the values of the 'constants' are a =.3285, κ =.5943; so that
the expected value of the ratio D/B = 1.59 (taking loge c = .1095). However,
since qx and not μχ was fitted to the whole-life experience it would be more
consistent to use the annual rate of mortality corresponding to a constant
instantaneous rate a+ 1- κ loge c. With this adjustment the expected value of
D/B becomes 1.91, which is in good agreement with the mean calculated value
of 2.03. It must be pointed out that this close agreement is probably partly
fortuitous because a considerable variation in A, B and D can result merely
from the omission of one or more age groups from the graduation.

The result supports the supposition that κ is approximately constant at the
older ages, but independent evidence of this is desirable. This might perhaps
be obtained from a study of causes of death at different ages.

Equation (2) shows that even if κ and yx are both constant, μχ is not
necessarily constant, while if κ is increasing, as it must be at the younger ages
(say 15 to 35), μχ may actually decrease for a time as x increases. This may be
seen by assuming that over a section of the mortality curve κ increases in

if

and

or
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arithmetical progression. Substituting hx for κ in equation (1) and proceeding
as before we have

THE A1924-29 DATA

In deciding how the foregoing results might be tested it was desired to
choose, from the A 1924-29 data, experience which was sufficiently extensive
and at the same time seemed likely to be reasonably homogeneous. The whole-
life assurance experience for durations 5 and over is sufficiently extensive, but
the select experience is small. For endowment assurances the select experi-
ence is more extensive, but there is little experience at the older ages.

The most satisfactory solution seemed to be to use the experience for medi-
cally examined lives of the 52 original offices 1924-26 and 50 original offices
1927-29. The whole-life with-profits assurance data have been used for the
purpose of calculating the constants according to Perks's law, and the corre-
sponding endowment assurance with-profits data have been used to investi-
gate the experience of damaged lives.

Table 1 shows the endowment assurance experience for the six years.
It seemed likely that fluctuations in the mortality from year to year were

due to the combined results of random variation and what may be termed
environmental fluctuations. In order, therefore, to minimize the effect of the
latter the expected deaths for each duration and quinquennial age group were
calculated separately for each year according to the experience of that year for
durations 5 and over.

The graduated percentages in the table were obtained as follows. It was
assumed that in the proportion 1 - κ of those who contract a fatal illness at any
moment, the duration of illness is so short that it may be neglected, and that
in the remaining proportion κ the numbers living decrease in geometrical
progression so that ut = Ke-at. On the assumption that fatal illnesses are con-
tracted uniformly throughout the year, out of those who contract a fatal illness

in the first policy year per unit will die in that year,

will die in the next year, and so on. If yx is a relatively

small quantity we shall by summing these expressions obtain approximately
the yearly proportions of select annual mortality to ultimate:

Duration 0: Duration 1:

Duration 2 :

and so on.
Evidently these expressions are only approximate, but the data did not

seem to warrant a more accurate treatment.
The values found by fitting the expressions to the experience were

κ = .5943, a = .3285.
A test was made to see whether the experience of lives selected before 1924

was different from those selected in 1924 or after, but this subdivision did not
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seem to have any significant effect on the percentages of actual to expected
deaths.

The ultimate experience of with-profit whole-life assurances was next
graduated by the Perks formula

The experience for each of the six years 1924-29 was graduated separately,
and in order that no bias should arise in the calculation of the constants an
identical method was used for each year. The exposed-to-risk and deaths were
grouped in the quinquennial age-groups adopted in the official publication of
data and the arithmetical mean age of the exposed-to-risk was calculated for
each group. Previous investigations had shown that a reasonable value of c was
1-1157, and this value was used throughout. The exposed-to-risk and deaths
for each age-group were multiplied by the appropriate value of cx, and the
constants A, B and D were found by the method of moments.

Table 2 gives a summary of the constants and Table 3 of the graduations.

Table 2. Medically examined lives

Graduation of whole-life with-profit ultimate experience for the years 1924-29 by
qx = (A + Bcx) / (1 + Dcx) with c =1 . 1157.

Year

1924

1925
1926

1927

1928

1929

A

.00244

.00207

.00254

.00180

.00219

.00246

Β

.0000259

.ΟΟΟΟ266

.0000247

.0000267

.0000250

.0000274

D/B

1.75
2.28

2.39

2.03

1.97

1.79

CONCLUSION

From the foregoing it is thought it may be concluded that the difference to
be expected between the select and ultimate mortality of a homogeneous
experience may be expressed in terms of κ, a and loge c and variations in κ and
a will form a factor in the variations in mortality observed in the past.

As to a ' law of mortality ' it seems that such a law must be very complicated.
Apart from variations in k, a, A and Β if the law took the form of some
exponential formula involving Bcx it must be assumed that c varies with indi-
viduals in order to describe the effect of the known fact of inheritance of
longevity. Quite a small change in c could mean several years' difference in
the expectation of life.

Allowance would also have to be made for what may be termed a dispersion
effect measuring the rate of change of variability amongst select lives. Even if
it were possible to observe a number of identical lives in a constant environ-
ment it is reasonably certain that the lives would not remain identical (apart
from fatal illness) with the lapse of time.

These two effects, a variability of c in individuals and a tendency to dis-
persion, might tend to act in opposite directions, with the result that c might
appear to remain constant.

My thanks are due to Mr Wilfred Perks who read the original draft of these
notes and made many helpful suggestions and also to Mr H. Garfath for his
assistance at an earlier stage.
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